Created for living

Custom homes
created for living

Australian Professional Medium
Builder of the Year 2021

Every Latitude 37 home is
different for one reason.
You. We start with your life,
and then we build around it.

Everything is considered. Your current

To ensure the highest level of service

and future lifestyle, the constraints and

to our clients, we only build a limited

opportunities of your unique building

number of homes each year. The home

site, your preferred design aesthetics,

we will design and build for you will be

and of course, your budget.

unlike any other, and we’re dedicated
to being with you from concept right
through to handing you the keys.
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Your site
Your style
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Whether your site is small, large, odd

As part of our service, we can also

shaped or sloped, we will create

take care of demolition, town planning

a solution that works for you.

approvals, pools, landscaping and

Sloping sites, basements, demolition, lifts,
integrated pools and lifestyle focussed

tennis courts where required, and
coordinate everything on your behalf.

landscapes– where other builders say

We work with you to understand your

it can’t be done, we’ve worked hard to

particular design style and aesthetic

become the experts. We see design

preference. Whether you are looking

challenges as opportunities to innovate.

for a mid-century modern style, a

In fact, they inspire us. Breathtaking

beautifully detailed period design

views from balconies on sloping sites,

or a cutting-edge modern home, we

and incredible basements, all come from

will develop a design outcome that

the need to creatively maximise each site.

reflects you and achieves your luxury.
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Spaces shaped
by the way you live

The thing that brings your house to
life, is you. Great design is about form,
function, and flow. Great design for you
and your family, is about how effortlessly
this works in your everyday living.
In order to design a home around your
life, we find out how you live it. We get to
know you, asking what your day-to-day
includes now, but also what you’d like it to
include tomorrow. A guest room for family
members? Space to host events with
the extended family? A home theatre?
An infinity pool with waterfall edge?
Or a unique cellar adjacent to your
kitchen? We design beautiful spaces,
but it’s the individuals that live in
them that give them personality.
Above all else, our aim is to design a
custom home that is your very own
sanctuary. Tailored spaces to work
from home, excersise and escape.
Once we know what you need now
and what you want for the future,
we will then design a house that
can become your dream home.
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Your virtual tour
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A unique home needs a unique beginning.

Exploring the virtual model gives a real

These high quality visualisations are often the

Before any earth is moved, every

sense of how the space will both look and

spark for real excitement, as for many people,

Latitude 37 design is brought to life by

feel, and provides the opportunity to refine

it’s the first time they see their dream home.

our award winning design team with a

any part of the design before the detailed

It’s just another way we ensure that your home

stunning virtual 3D model providing a

design and documentation begins.

feels like it was truly created just for you.

true visual walk through of your home.
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Interiors designed
around you
Our award winning, inhouse interior

Using a combination of 3D imagery,

design team will work with you to

elevations, material & colour palette

create rooms and spaces that reflect

and your inspiration imagery, we design

your personality, style, and effortless

and detail a full spectrum interior

functionality that you require.

design concept, detailing the layout of

It’s where your custom home design,
takes shape as your home. It’s another
opportunity for us to explore just how
personalised your home could be.

joinery and interior features, material
finishes and colour selections, as well as
coordinate appointments for bathroom
fittings and fixtures and appliances.

Do you want a home office with bespoke

Beyond interiors, we also invite clients to

joinery design? How do you want your

discuss heating and cooling options in

luxurious walk-in robe storage arranged?

detail, and to help develop electrical and

What style and materials do you want

lighting design and layout, and window

your staircase to have? Do you want

coverings. Our interior process is how

to integrate a lift into your home?

we guarantee your home is as tailored
to you as you want it, inside and out.
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The steps to your
custom home
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

DISCOVERY SESSION

CONCEPT DESIGN

01—

02—

03—

04—

Let’s talk

Concept Design

Design Presentation 1

Design Development

We want to hear it all. Let’s talk about

Upon signing a concept design

Once the design has been created,

We encourage you to carefully

your site, your lifestyle and your

agreement and payment of a nominal

reviewed and finalised, we meet

consider the design we create for

budget.

$1,000 fee (plus site survey and arborist

with you again to present and

you and to provide feedback. Our

report, if required), we introduce you to

explain the design, and the thinking

Designer will then continue to develop

one of our in house Designers who will

behind it, how it meets your brief

your custom home design to ensure

meet with you to discuss and develop

and your budget. We ensure you

it’s exactly as you would like it.

your design brief. Our designers

have a deep understanding of the

listen carefully, exploring ideas and

design concept including a full

challenging what you previously

colour 3D fly through of the design

thought possible, all to ensure we

which you can also take away and

deliver the best home possible.

review with friends and family.

Scan QR code to view
our portfolio of designs
in development*

Awards

What our clients say

When we build custom homes, the

We are very proud of the testimonials

ultimate reward for us is that smile that

we receive from our clients. Visit our

appears on the face of our clients as

website, to see our clients reflect on their

they step through the front door.

journey designing and building their very

We’re humbled to say that since 2006,

own custom home with Latitude 37.

we have created many award winners
resulting in Latitude 37 becoming one
of Melbourne’s most awarded custom
home builders, including three times HIA
Professional Medium Builder of the Year.
Scan QR code to
view our awards*
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Scan QR code to view
client testimonials*

*Scan QR codes with your camera app
or a QR code scanning app

CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION

05— 06— 07—

08—

Design Presentation 2

Pricing Proposal

Interior Design

Documentation

The updated design is again presented

A detailed pricing proposal is then

The interior design process is a

Whilst the interior design process is

to you, again in full colour 3D and we

developed. Unlike third party designers

collection of exciting consultations;

underway, we prepare detailed working

take you on an interactive virtual tour so

and architects, we make sure that

bespoke joinery, luxurious fittings and

drawings of your home, and engage

you can envision your home and imag-

your design reflects who you are,

fixtures, heating and cooling, kitchen

with engineers to develop structural

ine the lifestyle and memories you will

and aligns with your budget.

appliances, electrical, and everybody’s

design and energy performance.

create once completed.

favourite, finishes and colours.

We then integrate the building and

Our interior designers consult with

interiors package, update the pricing

Scan QR code to view

you to find out what style you want

proposal to reflect any changes made

an example of a design

to come home to, and then develop

along the way, and prepare building

presentation*

and present a comprehensive

contracts. Once signed, we arrange

interior concept. We continue to

all necessary approvals and permits,

develop the design and selection

ahead of commencing construction.

until you are completely satisfied.

Quality Control
Our homes are built to the highest

This process goes above and beyond the

quality standards. Never satisfied

‘standard’ to give our clients complete

with conventional methods, Latitude

confidence that construction of their

37 has developed an industry

house runs smoothly, and their home is

leading quality control process.

delivered with exacting quality standards.

An independent building surveyor
conducts formal checks that come
standard with the industry. Our projects
are also inspected regularly by both

Scan QR code to view our
Quality Control video*

the site manager and construction
manager, to provide yet another level
of confidence in our product. We
also engage an independent quality
control inspector on every project.
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Designed
for living
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Take a step towards a
new home by Latitude 37
and experience the
difference of a space
custom built just for you.
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Awards

Australian Medium Builder of the Year 2021
Victorian Professional Medium Builder of the Year 2020
Best Custom Home $1m to $1.5m
Best Custom Home $800,000 – $1m
Victorian Bathroom of the Year
Best Bathroom in a Display over $500,001
Best Kitchen in a Display over $500,001

Display Homes
Each home we create is unique
and crafted to the owner’s lifestyle.
These display homes proudly showcase
the level of quality and attention to
detail we apply to all our homes.

Sanctuary Display

The Award winnng Beaumaris Display

285 Belmore Road, Balwyn

222 Reserve Road, Beaumaris

Open Sat & Sun 11am–5pm

Open Sat & Sun 11am-5pm

Head Office

T

03 8795 3000

2/97 Monash Drive

E

enquiries@L37.com.au

Dandenong South VIC 3175

W

L37.com.au

Latitude 37 Projects Pty Ltd

CDB-U 48977

